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5G and the importance of security
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5G security challenges
More threats from the device layer
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How is technology, industry
and governments reacting

API exposure

How is technology, industry and government responding?
Technology is
evolving

Rel 16:
• 5GS –EPS Interworking Security
• Unified access agnostic authentication
• PLMN Interconnect Security –SEPP
• Enhanced Subscriber Privacy
• Security Impacts of Virtualisation
Rel 17
• Network slicing security
• Security for location services
• Security for 5G URLLC
• Security for Vertical & LAN Services

Industry is
moving

Focus is shifted on security solution
rather than products
Security Partner programme to drive
security across infrastructure,
connectivity and application layers
AI driven security platform for fast
detection and mitigation through
synergy with MANO

Collaborative DCMS paper on 5G
Network Architecture and Security
Promoting research through security
project funding for use case driven
feasibility study
Telecom Security Requirement (TSR)
Supply Chain Review (SCR)

Threats from access and API exposure
mitigated through device behaviour
analytics and traffic analytics
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Government
is enabling

Towards a new security operational model?
Current industry
approach

Security Management

Infrastructure

Action
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Dynamic and agile: need to scale up
some virtual security function and
redirect traffic

Connectivity

Analyze

•

Automated response through synergy
across security management and
network orchestration

Application

MANO

•

End to end approach: end to end
monitoring and network wide
detection

Collect

•

How Ofcom is enabling strong and
secure networks
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How Ofcom is enabling strong and secure network: activities snapshots
Proactive and collaborative approach of working with:
 Companies we regulate: Telcos under Comms Act s.105 & Internet Infrastructure companies under NIS
 Government (NCSC, DCMS and Cabinet Office) as we have a shared responsibility.
Existing:

New:

 Issue guidance under s.105 & NIS
setting our key expectations of
companies we regulate

 CTO roundtables to enable senior level engagement

 Incident report monitoring: monitor
outage reports & publish annual
summary in Connected Nations
Report
 Enforcement

 Security & Resilience Assurance Scheme (SAS): Build our
understanding of security & operational resilience of companies we
regulate, with the aim to drive continuous improvements.
 Questionnaire: Organisational capability, governance, risk
management, security architecture, threat management, security
controls/measures, network resilience
 TBEST: Intel-led cyber security testing
 5G security:
 Due diligence and expertise build up
 Telco 5G preparedness
 DCMS Supply Chain review: contributed to government’s work
 Developing network resilience best practice with industry
 Vendor engagement
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Working on best practice to deliver resilient networks
• Ofcom is working on best practice across architecture, planning, operation and recovery activities to enable
the delivery of strong and secure network.
• We are working closely with industry (EC-RRG and NICC) to make standards and best practice future proof
Vendor NPI
process

Architecture
design

planning

operation

QoS
framework

As we go towards network platform model through virtualization, cloudification and the dynamic networking delivered
through NFV & SDN,  topology will be adaptable, operation AI driven and QoS functionalities offered on demand

• We will be working on best practice for NFV & SDN enabled architecture, and AI driven preventive maintenance
• We will be working on best practice for single QoS framework to leverage on synergy across converged network and
deliver better resilience
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Recovery
&support

Current focus today

Working on best practice to
strengthen resilience of
current networks through
reduction of recovery time

Towards ultra resilient networks
Beyond normal mode of
operation

Synergy across
technologies

1.

Unstable Mode of Operation
• Applies following a large scale “shock”
or attack
• System or network level instability or
“flapping”
• Priority is “back-off” between
elements to restore system stability
• Currently poorly addressed by
standards

2.

Outage Mode of Operation
• For large-scale regional or national
outage
• Priority is to provide minimum level of
service asap (eg local autonomy)
• Short-term balance between restoring
service and network security

Converged core

5G

4G
Wi Fi
Fixed

•
•
•
•
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Single QoS framework
Cross technology spectrum management
Service Fall-back across technologies
End to end resilience

Any questions?
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Transitioning from TDM to IP voice
- some key impacts and opportunities
Huw Saunders, Director, Network Infrastructure
27 November 2019
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• CLI, STIR, Shaken and all that……….
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PSTN ‘switch off’: what is it and why is it happening
• Incumbent telephone companies have been looking to migrate from
traditional Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) for some time
– PSTN becoming obsolescent: lack of replacement parts, loss of expertise
– PSTN systems being switched off across the world (see Plum report for the
Broadband Stakeholder Group for picture in France, Germany, Switzerland
and New Zealand)
– Switch already started, to be completed by 2025
• Replacement strategies are centred on ‘Voice over Broadband’ (VoBB)
• With the near universal adoption of broadband for internet access and other
services, this allows consolidation on a single access technology and will be
the way forward in the UK. In some cases, this bearer may be a wireless
rather than a fixed line connection
15

Impact on customers
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The migration of separate voice service to just
another application over broadband

Migration

Fibre

Cable

* Cable has a similar but not
identical migration to DSL

Issues for services currently using analogue
‘voiceband data’
•

VoBB will not necessarily support ‘over-the-top’ (OTT) services that rely on
conventional end-to-end telephony
– Services that require ‘baseband’ connectivity such as Redcare and related security
applications that will cease to work
– Dual Tone Multi-Frequency (DTMF) tone based signalling will be affected in ways that
may make some security and care alarms malfunction
– Problems also extend to fax machines and other devices that use voiceband modems,
including some card payment authorisation devicess

•

Problem already becoming evident with VoBB being used by some B2B providers
and transit carriers (BT IPX), and the BSkyB/TalkTalk VoIP ‘PSTN emulation’
– May also extend to other applications and will need service re-engineering and/or
complete service/CPE replacement to rectify

•

VoBB will also not have the ‘line powering’ capability of the PSTN – telecare and
other non-voice services will need alternative power arrangements

Current view of potentially impacted services
Sector

Potentially affected services – including Critical National Infrastructure

Health and social care Telecare (e.g. personal alarms) and telehealth services
Social housing services
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Water and energy

Network control and monitoring
Telemetry

Finance and retail

Retail card payment terminals
ATMs & BACs

Transport

Traffic lights, road control and monitoring systems
Rail networks e.g. crossing phones, heritage railway signalling
Ticket machines
Comms systems in smaller airports
Lighthouses and maritime safety

Other

Security and fire alarms
Communications systems in lifts
Defence
Custodial tagging
Services using ISDN2 e.g. broadcasting
Internal communications systems e.g. fax machines

Case studies: telecare and water
Case Study: telecare
• TSA estimates that there are over 1.7
million telecare users in the UK
• Upgrades could cost up to £150m+
• Complex supply chain with a range of
purchasers/users, including local
authorities, housing associations, local
charities and carers
• The impact already being felt e.g. due to
IP transit networks, with failure rates for
alarm calls rising
• Actions in Scotland e.g. Falkirk Council
upgraded 4,500 telecare service users to
cellular and failure rates fell from 12% in
Feb 2017 to 2% by July 2017
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Case Study: water industry
• Estimated that tens of thousands of
PSTN lines are in use across the sector
• Most not bought directly from BT or
Virgin Media
• Some providing mission critical
monitoring and telemetry, sometimes
in remote areas, using voice band data
and relying on line power
• Replacement VoBB unlikely to be
addressing these needs
• Sector is aware of the issue
• Most companies undertaking scoping
but not actively looking at options
• Urgently needs to scope requirements
and undertake procurement exercise
for non-voice needs
• Some beginning to deploy radio-based
and IP solutions

Role of telephone companies and Ofcom
•

Migration is being led by the telephone companies
– Taking the decision to switch off the PSTN
– Setting the timescales (different timings, depending on the company)
– Communicating with users and over-the-top service providers
– Particular focus on protecting vulnerable consumers
– Offering test facilities for over-the-top service equipment

•

Ofcom’s formal powers: making sure telephone companies comply with rules General Conditions
– Our rules are technology neutral
– Includes rules to ensure customers making calls over broadband are able to make emergency
calls in the event of a power cut at their premises

•

Ofcom also setting out expectations of telephone companies to protect customers during migration
and using ‘convening powers’ to assist dialogue with industry, government and public bodies
– Industry working groups, cross-sector meetings and nations engagement
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What else will the transition to All-IP mean?

• Moving away from TDM based PSTN has profound implications for the voice services industry
• Radical changes to interconnections and, potentially, approaches to number management
• Ofcom consulted on both over the Summer and will have a work programme on both extending through next year
• Key consultation on CLI with regard to addressing CLI spoofing
• Proposes the establishment of a common numbering database to support implementation of STIR to resolve CLI spoofing
• Added benefits for enabling “look up” based direct routing and a more comprehensive and automated approach to number
porting
• Ofcom and industry already looking at a Proof of Concept implementation of Distributed Ledger Technology to address this – Paul
Overbury will explain all later…..
• NICC is playing a key role!
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CLI Authentication – what is the way forward?
STIR, SHAKEN and all that…….when can we deliver any benefits?

Secure Telephony Identity Revisited (STIR)
• IETF working group since 2013
• Provides technical standards for protocols:
• Modification to Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), JSON based token & signature,
extension to X.509 certs
• Cryptographically authenticate & verify VoIP caller ID using service provider X.509
certificate signatures (Digital fingerprinting using Certificate Authorities – similar to
web SSL/TLS certification)

SHAKEN
• Framework for deploying STIR within an operator network
• Functional architecture supporting attestation of calls
24

SHAKEN: STIR DEPLOYMENT FRAMEWORK
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SHAKEN - Architecture
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SHAKEN – TELEPHONE AUTHORITY MODEL

SHAKEN – CERTIFICATE DELEGATION
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SHAKEN – Call signing and verification
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STI – VS
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Types of attestation
The PASSporT SHAKEN Extension defines three different approaches for the attestation of CLI:
• Full Attestation – where the signing provider is responsible for the origination of the call into the IP
based network and has a verified association with the telephone number used for the call.
• Partial Attestation – where the signing provider is responsible for the origination of the call into the
telephone network but has not established a verified association with the telephone number being
used for the call. However, they have a direct authenticated relationship with the customer and can
identify the customer.
• Gateway Attestation – where the signing provider is the entry point of the call onto the network, but it
does not have a relationship to the initiator of the call.
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Options for authentication
Partial attestation without
Certification Authority

Partial attestation with
Certification Authority

Full attestation

Overview of
approach

“Zone of trust” approach –
verification shared between trusted
parties without further certification

“Zone of trust” approach – but with
some form of central authentication

Full version of STIR

Advantages

Quicker to deploy
Doesn’t require database or CA
Can deal with validation of
consumer CLI

Quicker than full attestation as
doesn’t require central numbering
database
Independent verification of
certificates

All CLIs will be authenticated

Disadvantages

No central certification body
Some CPs will be excluded from
zone of trust

Needs time to develop central
certification body
Some CPs will be excluded from
zone of trust

Needs time to develop central
certification body and numbering
database

Questions

Will all of CPs’ calls (including
business calls) be verified for those
in the zone of trust?
Can this work without a central
database of number assignments?

Will all of CPs’ calls (including
business calls) be verified for those
in the zone of trust?
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The problem
• CLI spoofing can cause consumer harm, in the form or nuisance calls or scams. There are a number of
ways that CLIs are spoofed, including:
- CLIs associated with businesses that are spoofed (e.g. banks, HMRC etc)
- Spoofed numbers that are active numbers, which then cause distress for the innocent third party
whose numbers are used
• Full CLI authentication will ensure that only the parties that have the right to use a number will be able
to use that number. It will provide information to other CPs in the chain about which numbers can be
blocked.
• But full authentication also requires a central certification body and a central numbering database.
• We are addressing this but it will take some time.
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So what can we do in the near term?

• CLI spoofing based scams are a growing problem – industry initiatives like “Do Not Originate” lists and
call blocking are merely a palliative
• Is it feasible to implement some form of “zone of trust” with partial attestation for consumer focussed
SIP services in the short term?
• If so, how can CPs signal the trust status of the CLI for the call to the end user? 3GPP are working on
options for mobile but how can something be done for ATA delivered services on fixed lines?
• Can such “trust signalling” be integrated with network based call screening/blocking to provide
effective protection for consumers?
• NICC can play a key role in moving this forward
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